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1. Introduction 

The use of the relational data model proposed by E . F . C O D D [ 1 — 3 ] is to make 
many problems mathematically describable. In this model all data are represented 
by two-dimensional tables with rows representing records, and with coloumns 
representing attributes. Rows are identified by the values of a subset of attributes, 
if these are not identical for two different rows. These subsets of attributes are called 
keys and those keys which contain no further keys as subsets are called candi-
date keys. 

Functional dependencies were introduced in 1970 by Codd, but were investigated 
mathematically only later [4, 5, 8]. In this paper we prove, that for any Sperner 
system we can construct a relation the set of candidate keys of which is the same as 
the Sperner system. It is clear, that apart from trivial cases the set of candidate keys 

n 

of any relation is a Sperner system. At most № candidate keys may exist in 

a relation of n attributes and we prove that this limit can be reached by relations 
with linear dependencies. 

2. Definitions 

Definition 1. Given the not necessarily different sets Dlt D2, ..., Z>„, the rela-
tion R of n variables denoted by R(n) is a subset of the Cartesian product 
D1XD2X.. XD„. We shall call the sets Dt domains. 

Definition 2. Indices of the domains of the relation R(n) will be called attributes. 
Values associated to attributes will be called attribute values. 

Remark 1. Though the domains of a ' relation are not necessarily distinct, 
their attributes are distinct. 

In the present paper all domains are sets of natural numbers and the set of 
their indices in R(n) are denoted by 

N (AT = { 1 , 2 , . . . , « } ) . 
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Definition 3. The subset of indices AQN will be said to generate the index k, 
in notation A—k, if in any row of the relation R(n) the values dj (J£ A) determine 
the value dk uniquely. If in addition, for all rows in R(ri), dk is a linear combina-
tion of dj s (j€.A), than A generates the index k linearly. The subset of indices 
BQN will be said to be generated by A if every index in B is generated by A, 
denoted by A—B. The link A—B is called a functional dependency in the relation 
R(n). If A generates every index in B linearly, we say the functional dependency 
is linear. The set of all functional dependencies in R(n) is denoted by {/4,-5,} 

Definition 4. Let AQN, and A—N. A is called a candidate key in the 
relation R(n) if B->-N does not hold for any of its nontrivial subsets B, 

Definitions. The functional dependency A—B is trivial if BQA. The sets 
of trivial and nontrivial functional dependencies in the relation R(n) will be denoted 
by ¿V and respectively. 

Remark 2. It is easy to see that in a relation R(n) 

\ j f \ = 3n 

3. The link between candidate keys and Sperner systems 

In the present paragraph we shall demonstrate a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of candidate keys in a relation R(n) and a Sperner system £f(n) 
over N. 

Definition 6. Let ir= S2, ..., Sm}Q2N-. <f will be called a Sperner 
system if it satisfies the following relations, 

Si c: N for i = 1,2, . . . , m; (1) 

S, $ Sj for i , i,j = 1,2, . . . , m. (2) 

Trivially, the set of the candidate keys in every relation is a Sperner system or 
has only one element N. Conversely consider now the following Sperner system: 

•Si = {flll> a12i ••••> fllmi} 

$2 = {a21i a22i ••••> a2mi) 

. Sm ~ {flmlJ am2i ammm} > with aiJ£N and | J a^—N. This Sperner system is a covering of N. 
it j 

Theorem 1. To every Sperner system £f a relation Ry(n) of n variables 
can be constructed with the set of the candidate keys equivalent to the Sperner 
system«^ 

Proof. First we shall construct the class of sets J/={A1, A2, ..., A,}. Let 
Aj belong to Jt iff the following conditions hold: 

Aj<gN, j == 1,2, ..., t (3) 
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and 
AjHSi^fi for i = I, 2, ...•, m. (4) 

We shall choose as the set of the elements minimal in J i , i.e. 

Ajt&o-lAitJt: (A,czAj). (5) 

From (3), (4) and (5) we have 

max {m1, m2, ..-, mm} ^ \&F\ S m1-rh2 -... • mm (6) 
and 

A f i P implies I (7) 

Let us consider the following subsets 

&r
k(k = 1 ,2 , . . . , n) of 

keAjC.'F. (8) 
We state that if the fc'th index of the relation Ry(n) is determined by the function 
fk, the latter identical with the class of sets J^ , then the relation obtained satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 1, i.e. the class of the candidate keys in R?(ri) is identical 
with the given system £f. Obviously, this last statement is implied by the following 
three statements: 

a) all the sets S t in the class ¿f are keys; 
b) no proper subset of St is key; 
c) there is no candidate key beyond Sf. 

To verify these first we consider 
a) Each <S; containing a key Kt (¿=1, 2, ..., m) is a consequence of 

U ^ = P. ' (9) 
This latter is obvious, as every A f i i F is constructed so as to contain at least one 
element of St. 

Next we show that the key K, in S; equals Sr To do this 

\/a(a£Sj): (J i ^ \ { A } with • . (10) 

is sufficient. 
This follows from the existence of an A^^ with Af]Si={a}. Indeed, for 

j=i,2...m, every Sj contains either {a} or some {a'} with {a '}hS' i=0. 
So we have proved that every SfcSf is identical with a minimal key in the 

relation Ry(n). Now all we have left to prove is that R <j (n) has no minimal key 
K beyond those in Sf. . . . 

For an indirect proof let us suppose the existence of such a minimal key. From 
Remark 1 we have S-HK^^ for i = l , 2, ... ,m. Let the set A be determined by 
the sets c( so that Aia and ADc^Q. It is easy to see, that at least one such set 
A exists and it is not contained in any of the columns determined by the candidate 
key K, i.e. 

u (11) 
kiK 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 3. Let us observe that the proof can be carried out the same way if 
such a class i f of subsets in J{ is taken that is fulfilled instead of 3F. 
Out of theset he one of minimal cardinality was taken for our proof. If another have 
been taken, the set of functional dependencies of a form different from x—N would 
be changed and the set of candidate keys Sf would be unchanged. 

The preceding statements can be interpreted as follows: let different prime 
numbers correspond to each set in the class !F, i.e. let {py, p2, ..,/>;,} be in 
ascending order for simplicity. So the sets in the classes have their correspondants 
as well. Let then the function fk of \2Fk\ variables equal the product of the cor-
responding primes to the sets in lFk. 

For example, let n = 5 and 

ST= {{1, 2, 3} = s1 ; {3, 4, 5} = s2, {1, 3, 4} = s3}. 

Then S^={{3}=p1, {1,4}=p2 , {1,5}=p3 , {2,4}=p4} and fx=p2-p3, f2=Pi, 
fa=Pi> f i = Pi 'Pi> A=Pa- Some rows of the relation Ry(n) corresponding to 
if are represented in Fig. 1 for 

J " = {2, 3, 5, 7} 

{2, 5, 7, 11} 

= {3, 5, 7, 11} 

JF* = {2, 5, 7, 13} 

1 2 3 4 5 . 

15 7 2 21 5 
35 11 2 55 7 
35 11 3 55 7 
35 13 2 65 7 

Fig. 1 

i.e. ^ (5 )6{(15 , 7, 2, 21, 5), (35, 11, 2, 55, 7), (35, 11, 3, 55, 7), (35, 13, 2, 65, 7)}. 

4. On the maximal number of candidate keys and on linear relations 

Definition 7. We shall call the relation R(ri) linear provided all the functional 
dependencies in it are linear. 

First we recall here Lemmas 1 and 2 and a Theorem from [8] in stronger forms. 
Namely, the result of the construction in the proof of Lemma 2 is a linear relation, 
therefore we can formulate both of them, and the Theorem (as a consequence of the 
two Lemmas) as follows. 

Lemma 1. A relation R{ri) may have at most y 11 candidate keys. 

Lemma 2. There exists a linear relation R(ri) with 

it M candidate keys. 

as 

Theorem 2. There are linear relations R(n) with as many candidate keys 

and there is no relation R(ri) with more candidate keys. 
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• Lemma 3. In a linear relation' R(«) all candidate keys have the same length. 

Proof. Let Ak be a candidate key. As a consequence of the fact, that the func-
tional dependency A-+N is linear, we have a linear equation system 

2 a'!jXj = xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), 

which is satisfied by every row in R(n). This is true for every candidate key Ak 
(k=1,2, ..., m), so we have the system 

2 aljXj = X; (i = 1, 2, . . . , n; k = 1,2, . . . , m) 
jiAk 

with the solution R(ri) in the preceding sense. Obviously, the set of indices of an 
independent set of variables xk, xh, ...,xit in this system composes a candidate 
key in R(n) and conversely. Moreover, independent sets of variables have the same 
cardinality t, which completes the proof of Lemma 3. 

As a consequence of this lemma, for linear relations Theorem 1 does not hold. 
Neither exist linear relations to every Sperner system SP with the set of their candi-
date keys equivalent to it, as e.g. for n=4 and the Sperner system 

= {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {3, 4}}. 

Considering a linear equation system as in the proof of Lemma 3 which has all 
subsets of the variables with the cardinality t independent, we have proved: 

Theorem 3. There exists a linear relation R{n) with candidate keys with 
t being their length. 

In [5] it was proved that provided the number of dependencies k s f n , a rela-
tion R(ri) exists with as many candidate keys as /«! . 

S. OSBORNE and F . TOMPA have recently proved (draft paper) that at most A:! 
candidate keys can be deduced from k dependencies and for each k a relation 
Rk exists with exactly k! candidate keys. 

Each of the papers uses a system of derivation axioms which were introduced 
in [7] and [4], respectively. The first of them consists of 7 and the second of 4 axioms. 
Next we shall give a system of 3 axioms which is equivalent to the ones mentioned 
above. 

Definition8. The functional dependency A-*B is deductible from the set of 
lunctional dependencies $F= Bt, 2 = 1, 2, ..., k} if it can be obtained from the 
latter using the derivation rules a; b; and c; a finite number of times. 

a; A — A' with A ^ A' is deductible from all !F, 

b; and (B — C ) £ ^ imply (A ~ 

c; (A — 2 ? ) £ a n d (A — C ^ J * imply (A - (BUC))€ 
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By Theorem 4 an example is recalled from [8] in which the number of the unde-
ductible functional dependencies is relatively high and this does not essentially 
diminish the number of candidate keys. 

undeductible functional dependencies and with the same number of candidate keys. 
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